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Big tech and hyperscalers have grown leaps and bounds as the race 
towards digitalization intensifies. Virtually everything we do today 
depends, to a large extent, on advancements in the digital space. 
Whether it’s placing food orders, launching a new car model, attending 
college lessons, managing factory floors or saving wild animals from 
illegal poaching – digitalization has made everything way more 
accessible, scalable and simple.

The era of big tech and hyperscalers simply means that more and more 
of the digitalized world now resides within digital brands that come with 
unrivalled IT software/hardware/infrastructure capabilities and a strong 
global presence. It also means that an increasing share of private and 
public content now navigates the dominions built by these giants.

Players in the data and connectivity space – from service providers in the 
telecom, cable and satellite industries, to vendors providing a plethora 
of IT and networking solutions that connect applications to users – 
continue to operate in a world that is being increasingly defined by 
these giants. To succeed in such a world, service providers and vendors 
have to continuously improve their offerings and reinvent their business 
models.

To take a deeper dive into this topic, The Fast Mode’s 2024 Trends and 
Outlook invites players in the data and connectivity space to share 
your predictions for 2024, focusing on cutting-edge technologies and 
continuous innovation in your respective verticals, as you work alongside 
tech giants and hyperscalers, to create a common digital future. Your 
predictions will be published on The Fast Mode and also reproduced 
as an e-book. More than 70 leading companies participate in the series 
every year.

Join us and submit your entries anytime from now to 31st January 2024.

Visit event page
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WEB VERSION view 2022 web version

view 2023 web version
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DIGITAL VERSION view 2022 digital version
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SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
1. Content must be original and exclusive

2. Article must be accompanied by a title

3. The article should discuss 3-6 predictions 
with each prediction presented with a 
SUBTITLE

4. The article must be written in a 
continuous form, with appropriate 
paragraph lengths

5. The article length must be within 800 - 
1200 words

6. The article must be accompanied by:

a. Author’s full name
b. Author’s position
c. Author’s 50-word bio
d. Author’s hi-res headshot
e. 50-word description of organization
f. Organization logo

7. Inclusion of direct links to organization’s 
website and/or insertion of banners are 
available for selected plans. Please see 
the rest of the brochure.

Past submission
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ENTRY TYPES - SUMMARY

Entry type Standard Tech special Premium Prime Star

Cost FREE USD 650 USD 1,350 USD 4,900 USD 9,500

Article type Free Sponsored Sponsored Sponsored Sponsored

Slots available Unlimited 15 10 2 1

Publishing

Co-branding

Logo in featured 
contributors list

Under ‘Tech 
Special’

Under 
‘Premium’ Under ‘Prime’ Under ‘Star’

Banner advertising Quarter page Half page Full page Double spread

Article order 30th onwards 14th onwards 4-13th 2-3rd 1st
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Publishing

Minimum reads 1,500 2,000 4,000 5,000

In-article banners 728x90px 970x250px 970x250px 970x250px (2)

In-article links 1 2 3 4

Minimum clicks 100 200 500 1,000

Article order 30th onwards 14th onwards 4-13th 2-3rd 1st

Full width entry on 
main event page

Event page banners 400x150px 400x500px 400x500px
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+ ADD ONS

Advertorial
Writing+editing+publishing of a 900-word article; Direct solution/brand mention; 2 backlinks; 
Banner insertion (970x250px); Socmed and newsletter (40k recipients) promotion

USD 1150

Podcast
Online interview+recording+publishing of a 40-minute podcast; Inclusion in Spotify, Google and 
Apple Podcasts; Direct solution/brand mention; Socmed and newsletter (40k recipients) promotion

USD 350

Videocast
Online interview+recording+publishing of a 40-minute videocast; Direct solution/brand mention; 
Socmed and newsletter (40k recipients) promotion

USD 1100

The Fast Mode Trends and Outlook 2024
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 ► Publishing of full article in an exclusive digital issue distributed to 60,000+ recipients

STANDARD ENTRY
Unlimited slots | FREE
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 ► Publishing in The Fast Mode’s Trends and Out-
look 2024 event page featuring a short excerpt, 
logo and author headshot

 ► Publishing of full article on The Fast Mode

The Fast Mode Trends and Outlook 2024
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 ► Publishing of full article in an exclusive digital 
issue distributed to 60,000+ recipients 

 ► Quarter page clickable ad (quarter A4)

 ► Clickable logo in ‘Tech Special’ listing on Fea-
tured Contributors page

TECH SPECIAL ENTRY
Unlimited slots | USD 650
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 ► Publishing in The Fast Mode’s Trends and Out-
look 2024 event page featuring a short excerpt, 
logo and author headshot

 ► Publishing of full article on The Fast Mode with 
a minimum of 1500 reads / views

 ► A clickable ad banner of 728px x 90px in article 
body with 1500 banner impressions

 ► Guaranteed 100 clicks to sponsor site

 ► 1 sponsor link in article body
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 ► Publishing of full article in ‘Premium’ slots (after 
‘Prime’ entries) in an exclusive digital issue dis-
tributed to 60,000+ recipients 

 ► Half page clickable ad (half A4)

 ► Clickable logo in ‘Premium’ listing on Featured 
Contributors page

PREMIUM ENTRY
10 slots | USD 1,350
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 ► Publishing in The Fast Mode’s Trends and Out-
look 2024 event page featuring a short excerpt, 
logo and author headshot (‘Premium’ slots)

 ► A clickable ad banner of 400px x 150px on the 
Trends and Outlook 2024 event page

 ► Publishing of full article on The Fast Mode with 
a minimum of 2000 reads / views

 ► A clickable ad banner of 970px x 250px in article 
body with 2000 banner impressions

 ► Guaranteed 200 clicks to sponsor site

 ► 2 sponsor links in article body
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 ► Publishing of full article in ‘Prime’ slots (after the 
‘Star’ entry) in an exclusive digital issue distrib-
uted to 60,000+ recipients

 ► Full page clickable ad (full A4)

 ► Clickable logo in ‘Prime’ listing on Featured 
Contributors page

PRIME ENTRY
2 slots | USD 4,900
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 ► Publishing in The Fast Mode’s Trends and 
Outlook 2024 event page featuring a full width 
excerpt, logo and author headshot (2nd / 3rd 
slot)

 ► A clickable ad banner of 400px x 500px on the 
Trends and Outlook 2024 event page 

 ► Publishing of full article on The Fast Mode with 
a minimum of 4000 reads / views

 ► A clickable ad banner of 970px x 250px in article 
body with 4000 banner impressions

 ► Guaranteed 400 clicks to sponsor site 

 ► 3 sponsor links in article body
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 ► Co-branding (cover page logo) and publishing 
of full article in ‘Star’ slot in an exclusive digital 
issue distributed to 60,000+ recipients

 ► Double spread clickable ad (two A4 pages)

 ► Clickable logo in ‘Star’ listing on Featured Con-
tributors page

STAR ENTRY
1 slot | USD 9,500
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 ► Publishing in The Fast Mode’s Trends and 
Outlook 2024 event page featuring a full width 
excerpt, logo and author headshot (top most 
slot)

 ► A clickable ad banner of 400px x 500px on the 
Trends and Outlook 2024 event page

 ► Publishing of full article on The Fast Mode with 
a minimum of 5000 reads / views

 ► Two (2) clickable ad banners of 970px x 250px in 
article body with 5000 banner impressions each

 ► Guaranteed 1000 clicks to sponsor site 

 ► 4 sponsor links in article body
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